Introduction
Theory of map projections is a branch of cartography studying the ways of projecting the curved surface of the earth and other heavenly bodies into the plane, and it is often called mathematical cartography. There are many fussy symbolic problems to be dealt with in map projections, such as power series expansions of elliptical functions, high order differential of transcendental functions, elliptical integrals and the operation of complex numbers. Many famous cartographers such as Adams (1921), Snyder (1987) , Yang (1989 Yang ( , 2000 have made great efforts to solve these problems. Due to historical condition limitation, there were no advanced computer algebra systems at that time, so they had to dispose of these problems by hand, which had often required a paper and a pen. Some derivations and computations were however long and labor intensive such that one gave up midway. Briefly reviewing the existing methods, one will find that these problems were not perfectly and ideally solved yet. Formulas derived by hand often have quite complex and prolix forms, and their orders could not be very high. The most serious problem is that some higher terms of the formulas are erroneous because of the adopted approximate disposal.
With the advent of computers, the paper and pen approach is slowly being replaced by software developed to undertake symbolic derivations tasks. Specially, where symbolic rather than numerical solutions are desired, this software normally comes in handy. Software which performs symbolic computations is called computer algebra system. Nowadays, computer algebra systems like Maple, Mathcad, and Mathematica are widely used by scientists and engineers in different fields (Awang, 2005; Bian, 2006) . By means of computer algebra system Mathematica, we have already solved many complicated mathematical problems in special fields of cartography in the past few years. Our research The rectifying, conformal and authalic latitudes are often used as auxiliary ones in cartography. The direct transformations form geodetic latitude to these auxiliary ones are expressed as transcendental functions or non-integrable ones. Adams (1921), Yang (1989 Yang ( , 2000 had derived forward expansions of these auxiliary latitudes form geodetic one through complicated formulation. Due to historical condition limitation, the derivation processes were done by hand and orders of these expansions could not be very high. Due to these reasons, the forward expansions for these auxiliary latitudes are reformulated by means of Mathematica. Readers will see that new expansions are expressed in a power series of the eccentricity of the reference ellipsoid e and extended up to tenth-order terms of e . The expansion processes become much easier under the system Mathematica.
The forward expansion of the rectifying latitude
The meridian arc from the equator 0 B  to B is 
The rectifying latitude  is defined as
Inserting (2) 
Yang (1989, 2000) gave an expansion similar to (5) but expanded  up to sin 8B . For simplicity and computing efficiency, it is better to expand (6) into a power series of the eccentricity. This process is easily done by means of Mathematica. As a result, (6) becomes:
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The forward expansion of the conformal latitude
Omitting the derivation process, the explicit expression for the isometric latitude q is 
Since the eccentricity is small, the conformal latitude is close to the geodetic one. Though (11) is an analytical solution of  , (11) 
The derived coefficients in (13) and (14) are listed in Table 1 Table 1 . The comparison of coefficients of the forward expansion of conformal latitude derived by Yang (1989 Yang ( , 2000 and the author Table 1 shows that the eighth order terms of e in coefficients given by Yang(1989 Yang( , 2000 are erroneous.
The forward expansion of the authalic latitude
From the knowledge of mapping projection theory, the area of a section of a lune with a width of a unit interval of longitude F is 
where F is also called authalic latitude function. 
where  is authalic latitude. Yang(1989 Yang( , 2000 The derived coefficients in (20) and (21) are listed in Table 2 for comparison.
Coefficients derived by Yang(1989 Yang( , 2000 Coefficients derived by the author Table 2 . The comparison of coefficients of the forward expansion of conformal latitude derived by Yang (1989 Yang ( , 2000 and the author Table 2 shows that the eighth-orders terms of e in coefficients given by Yang(1989 Yang( , 2000 are erroneous.
Accuracies of the forward expansions
In order to validate the exactness and reliability of the forward expansions of rectifying, conformal and authalic latitudes derived by the author, one has examined their accuracies choosing the CGCS2000 (China Geodetic Coordinate System 2000) reference ellipsoid with parameters 6378137m a  , 1 / 298.257222101 f  (Chen, 2008; Yang, 2009), where f is the flattening. The accuracies of the forward expansions derived by Yang (1989 Yang ( , 2000 are also examined for comparison. The results show that the accuracy of the forward expansion of rectifying latitude derived by Yang (1989 Yang ( , 2000 ) is higher than 10 -5 ″, while the accuracy of the forward expansion (5) derived by the author is higher than 10 -7 ″. The accuracies of the forward expansion of conformal and authalic latitudes derived by Yang (1989 Yang ( , 2000 are higher than 10 -4 ″, while the accuracies of the forward expansions derived by the author are higher than 10 -8 ″ . The accuracies of forward expansions derived by the author are improved by 2~4 orders of magnitude compared to forward expansions derived by Yang (1989 Yang ( , 2000 .
The inverse expansions of rectifying, conformal and authalic latitudes
The inverse expansions of these auxiliary latitudes are much more difficult to derive than their forward ones. In this case, the differential equations are usually expressed as implicit functions of the geodetic latitude. There are neither any analytical solutions nor obvious expansions. For the inverse cases, to find geodetic latitude from auxiliary ones, one usually adopts iterative methods based on the forward expansions or an approximate series form. Yang (1989 Yang ( , 2000 had given the direct expansions of the inverse transformation by means of Lagrange series method, but their coefficients are expressed as polynomials of coefficients of the forward expansions, which are not convenient for practical use. Adams (1921) expressed the coefficients of inverse expansions as a power series of the eccentricity e by hand, but expanded them up to eighth-order terms of e at most. Due to these reasons, new inverse expansions are derived using the power series method by means of Mathematica. Their coefficients are uniformly expressed as a power series of the eccentricity and extended up to tenth-order terms of e .
The inverse expansions using the power series method
The processes to derive the inverse expansions using the power series method are as follows:
1. To obtain their various order derivatives in terms of the chain rule of implicit differentation; 2. To compute the coefficients of their power series expansions; 3. To integrate these series item by item and yield the final inverse expansions.
One can image that these procedures are quite complicated. Mathematica output shows that the expression of the sixth order derivative is up to 40 pages long! Therefore, it is unimaginable to derive the so long expression by hand. These procedures, however, will become much easier and be significantly simplified by means of Mathematica. As a result, the more simple and accurate expansions yield.
The inverse expansion of the rectifying Latitude
Differentiation to the both sides of (1) yields 2 22 3 / 2
(1 )
From (4) and (2), one knows
Inserting (23) 
Making use of the chain rule of implicit differentiation ,,
It is easy to expand (27) into a power series of sin
Omitting the detailed procedure, one arrives at 
Multiplying 0 K and integrating at the both sides of (30) 
The inverse expansion of the conformal latitude
Differentiating the both sides of (10) 
Integrating the both sides of (38) gives the inverse expansion of conformal latitude as 24681 0 sin 2 sin 4 sin 6 sin 8 sin10 
The inverse expansion of the authalic latitude
Inserting (18) 
To get the inverse expansion of the authalic latitude, one integrates (46) 
The inverse expansions using the Hermite interpolation method
In mathematical analysis, interpolation with functional values and their derivative values is called Hermite interpolation. The processes to derive the inverse expansions using this method are as follows:
1. To suppose the inverse expansions are expressed in a series of the sines of the multiple arcs with coefficients to be determined; 2. To compute the functional values and their derivative values at specific points; 3. To solve linear equations according to interpolation constraints and obtain the coefficients.
The detailed derivation processes are given by Li (2008 Li ( , 2010 . Confined to the length of the chapter, they are omitted. Comparing the results derived by this method with those in 3.1, one will find that they are consistent with each other even though they are formulated in different ways. This fact substantiates the correctness of the derived formulas.
The inverse expansions using the Lagrange's theorem method
We wish to investigate the inversion of an equation such as The proof of this theorem is given by Whittaker (1902) and Peter (2008) .
The processes to derive the inverse expansions using the Lagrange series method are as follows:
1. To apply the Lagrange theorem to a trigonometric series; 2. To write the inverse expansions of the rectifying, conformal and authalic latitude; 3. To express the coefficients of the inverse expansions as a power series of the eccentricity.
The detailed derivation processes are given by Li (2010). Confined to the length of the chapter, they are also omitted. Comparing the results derived by this method with those in 3.1 and 3.2, one will find that they are all consistent with each other even though they are also formulated in different ways. This fact substantiates the correctness of the derived formulas, too.
Accuracies of the inverse expansions
The accuracies of the inverse expansions derived by Yang (1989 Yang ( , 2000 and the author has been examined choosing the CGCS2000 reference ellipsoid.
The results show that the accuracy of the inverse expansion of rectifying latitude is higher than 10 -5 ″, while the accuracy of the inverse expansion (32) derived by the author is higher than 10 -7 ″. The accuracies of the inverse expansion of conformal and authalic latitudes derived by Yang (1989 Yang ( , 2000 are higher than 10 -4 ″, while the accuracies of the inverse expansions derived by the author are higher than 10 -8 ″. The accuracies of inverse expansions derived by the author are improved by 2~4 orders of magnitude compared to those derived by Yang (1989 Yang ( , 2000 .
The direct expansions of transformations between meridian arc, isometric latitude and authalic latitude function
The meridian arc, isometric latitude and authalic latitude function are functions of rectifying, conformal and authalic latitudes correspondingly. The transformations between the three variables are indirectly realized by computing the geodetic latitude in the past literatures such as Yang (1989 Yang ( , 2000 , Snyder (1987) . The computation processes are tedious and time-consuming. In order to simplify the computation processes and improve the computation efficiency, the direct expansions of transformations between meridian arc, isometric latitude and authalic latitude function are comprehensively derived by means of Mathematica.
The direct expansions of transformations between meridian arc and isometric latitude

The direct expansion of the transformation from meridian arc to isometric latitude
Inserting the known meridian arc X into (23) yields the rectifying latitude  . Using the inverse expansion of the rectifying latitude (32) and the forward expansion of the conformal latitude (14) , one obtains the conformal latitude  . Inserting it into (9) yields the isometric latitude q . The whole formulas are as follows:
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Since the coefficients 2i a , 2i  (1 , 2 , 5 i   ) are expressed in a power series of the eccentricity, one could expand q as a power series of the eccentricity e at 0 e  in order to obtain the direct expansion of the transformation from X to q . It is hardly completed by hand, but could be easily realized by means of Mathematica. Omitting the main operations by means of Mathematica yields the direct expansion of the transformation from meridian arc to isometric latitude 1  33  2363  4  64  3072  16384  1310720  1  13  13  1057  96  3072  8192  1966080  11  29  2897  7680  24576  3932160  25  727  86016  1966080  53 
The direct expansion of the transformation from isometric latitude to meridian arc
The whole formulas for the transformation from isometric latitude to meridian arc are as follows: 
Expanding X as a power series of the eccentricity e at 0 e  by means of Mathematica yields the direct expansion of the transformation from isometric latitude to meridian arc 
The direct expansions of transformations between meridian arc and authalic latitude function
The direct expansion of the transformation from meridian arc to authalic latitude function
The whole formulas for the transformation from meridian arc to authalic latitude function are as follows: 
The direct expansion of the transformation from authalic latitude function to meridian arc
The whole formulas for the transformation from authalic latitude function to meridian arc are as follows: 
Expanding F as a power series of the eccentricity e at 0 e  by means of Mathematica yields the direct expansion of the transformation from isometric latitude to authalic latitude function   
The direct expansion of the transformation from authalic latitude function to isometric latitude
The whole formulas for the transformation from authalic latitude function to isometric latitude are as follows: 
Accuracies of the direct expansions
The accuracies of the indirect and direct expansions given by Yang(1989 Yang( , 2000 derived by the author has been examined choosing the CGCS2000 reference ellipsoid.
The results show that the accuracy of the indirect expansion of the transformation from meridian arc to isometric latitude is higher than 10 -3 ″, while the accuracy of the direct expansion (53) is higher than 10 -7 ″. The accuracy of the indirect expansion of the transformation from isometric latitude to meridian arc is higher than 10 -2 m, while the accuracy of the direct expansion (56) is higher than 10 -7 m. The accuracy of the indirect expansion of the transformation from meridian arc to authalic latitude function is higher than 0. . The accuracy of the indirect expansion of the transformation from authalic latitude function to isometric latitude is higher than 10 -2 ″, while the accuracy of the direct expansion (67) is higher than 10 -6 ″. The accuracies of the direct expansions derived by the author are improved by 2~6 orders of magnitude compared to the indirect ones derived by Yang (1989 Yang ( , 2000 .
The non-iterative expressions of the forward and inverse Gauss projections by complex numbers
Gauss projection plays a fundamental role in ellipsoidal geodesy, surveying, map projection and geographical information system (GIS). It has found its wide application in those areas. As shown in Figure 1 , Gauss projection has to meet the following three constraints:
① conformal mapping; ② the central meridian mapped as a straight line (usually chosen as a vertical axis of x ) after projection; ③ scale being true along the central meridian.
Traditional expressions of the forward and inverse Gauss projections are real functions in a power series of longitude difference. Though real functions are easy to understand for most people, they make Gauss projection expressions very tedious. Mathematically speaking, there is natural relationship between the conformal mapping and analytical complex functions which automatically meet the differential equation of the conformal mapping, or the "Cauchy-Riemann Equations". Complex functions, a powerful mathematical method, play a very special and key role in the conformal mapping. Bowring (1990) and Klotz (1993) have discussed Gauss projection by complex numbers. But the expressions they derived require iterations, which makes the computation process very fussy. In terms of the direct expansions of transformations between meridian arc and isometric latitude given in section 
